Information security has played a great role in supporting security of organizational assets.Computes softwares / information systems developers have taken information security into great consideration particularly during systems/software development.There are several modelling languages that can be used to architect security features of information systems with respect to information system security management domain model(ISSRM).Malicious Activity Diagrams have been widely used by developers to model security features of various information systems as an extension of Unified Modeling Language(UML) [[2]].However Malicious Activity Diagrams can not cover all the features of ISSRM [[11]]. Due to the limitations of Malicious Activity Diagrams,this study has proposed new additional featers that will enable Malicious Activity Diagrams to cover the remaining security concepts of ISSRM(such as security constraint of the static information/security criterion-figure 6).
INTRODUCTION
Usually the study of information security provides a comprehensive framework for ensuring the effectiveness information security controls over information resources that support organizational opperations and assets.The construction and implementation of security-critical systems can only be complete if the main objectives of infromation security are maintained (Integrity, Confidentiality and Availability) [[8] ].The risk management defines some factors that can lead to failure of main objectives of information security [[11] ].Even though it is hard for many organisations to considers security of information due to the high cost implementation but it is vital important to take it into account due to fact that all information systems are exposed to threats.
There are several security risk management methods Such as Operationally Critical Threat Asset and Vulnerability Evaluation(OCTAVE[ [12] ]), The Security Quality Requirements Engineering (SQUARE), National Institute of standards and technology ( NIST [ [16] ] ) and frameworks such as Information System Security Risk (ISSRM) which can be used to investigate, analyze and risk treatment for security risk management but our main area of concern will include only Information System Security Risk framework and Malicious Activity Diagrams as modelling tool of demonstration.
Background study, related work, literature review and state of the Art
As I stated before (Abstract) that the main goal of my research is to improve Malicious Activity diagrams to support ISSRM by overcoming the existing limitations of Malicious Activity diagrams.The approach used for this part ofresearch work undergoes three main stages:
Observing 
Information System Security Risk (ISSRM) domain model
ISSRM domain model[ [13] ] is well structered in such away that it can present different concepts and their mutual relationships.The concepts are divided into three major categories:asset related-concepts, risk-related concepts and security-treatment concepts.
Asset-related concepts tell us about important assets of organization that deserve high priority of protection.Asset is anything valuable to organization and it supports organization to achieve its goal.Business asset represents information,processes and skill which add value to business of the organization while IS asset is an essential component of information system which supports business assets.Security criterion is the property of business asset which defines security needs(such as security objectives eg. Availability, Confidentaility and Integrity).
Risk-related concepts describes how we can define risk and its components.A risk is the combination of a threat with one or more vulnerabilities leading to a negatiive impact harming one or more of the assets.Impact describes the potential negative consequence of a risk incase of successfull excercise of the threat.Event is the combination of threat with one or more vulnerabilities.Vulnerability defines IS asset characteristic that exposes the weakness of either IS asset or group of IS assets.Attack that targets IS assets which can result into the harm of the assets is called threat while an agent responsible for launching an attack to harm IS assets is called threat agent.Attack method is describes the means used by threat agent to launch the attack.
Risk treatment-related concepts tell us about the means(such as decisions, security requirements and controls) which can be used either to mitigate or treat the risks.Risk treatment is the decision (e.g. avoidance, reduction,retention or transfer) to manage the risk.Security requirement is improvement of risk treatment decision to mitigate the risk.Control is a security measure implemented in respect to the identified security requirements. 
MAL-ACTIVITY DIAGRAMS
The concept of Malicious-Activity Diagrams defines the model process of exposing possible threats that attacker can perform by using same syntax and semantics as for normal UML diagrams but only the inverse of normal activities and actors used as swimlanes.The initial purpose of this concept is not to model the secure business processes but rather to model the process as-is together with the possible threats that attackers could perform towards these processes.Even though this concept is considered to be much better than misuse cases(open ended method) which doesnt give specific technical suggestion in a wide range but it has two major shortcomings;firstly, not having any defined process on how to use Mal activity diagrams and secondly,not having perfect match with respect to ISSRM.
Concrete Syntax
Consider Online banking system example (Fig 2. Asset model) an actor(Bank official) initiates online banking process with an Activity (Send email to Update home address) by sending an email to Client via Online Banking Server which registers an email(activityRegister email) ready for client to open it.A Client opens an email(activityOpen email) and automatically activity (Display email content) provoked in the server to display the content of the email.Once a client agrees to Update home address(activityAgree to Update home address) then activityLoad website is provoked and user gets an option to Enter his/her personal information(activityEnter login and password).After entering his/her personal information then Online Banking Server checks client's validilty(activityvalidate the user) and makes decision(Is it Valid?).If is valid then Online Banking Server redirects the clientto home page (activityRedirect to the home page) to update home address(activityUpdate home address) otherwise error message is sent back to client(activitySend error message).
Figure 2: Asset model-Online banking server
Through the process descibed above(Online banking system),Mal Activity can define possible threat and identify security requirements as shown in the security threat model (Fig 3 ) whereby Malicious actor /Hacker(MalSwimlane)launched an attack to the online banking system by sending an email with malware(Mal-ActivitySend email with malware)unknowingly Online Banking Server registers infected email and when client opens an email,silently the malware is installed into the system and collects client's personal login information(Mal-ActivityCapture login name and password) as soon as client enters his/her personal login information.After capturing the login information then malware(Mal-Swimlane) sends client's login information to the hacker(Mal-ActivitySend login name and password to hacker) and finally hacker manages to make a successful attack after receiving client's login information(MalActivityReceive login name and password). 
Abstract syntax
The abstract syntax is well descibed by metal model for Mal activity diagrams(figure 5) which is based on exististing metal model from previous research work (Sindre,2007 [1] ).Currently Mal activity diagrams are composed of main three types of activities which are Activity, Mal-Activity and MitigationActivity.Anactivity is the specification of a parameterized sequence of behavior.A MitigationActivity shows the improvement of the process to avoid Malcious Activity.AMal-Activity is inverse of Activity which exposses the threat.AnySwimlane holds all the constructs of the Mal activity diagrams,it consists of Swimlane and Mal-swimlane whereby Swimlane consists of SwimlaneElement which is holding Activity,MitigationActivity and Decision.Malswimlane holds Mal-swimlaneElement which consists of Malactivity and Mal-decision. 
Contribution
In this section i have briefly presented my achievement.
Syntax and semantic extension of MalActivity diagrams to support ISSRM Limitations of Mal-Activity diagrams
As shown in 
Constructs
In order to cover the remaining essential ISSRM features(concepts), I have introduced several new constructs,Availability, Security criterion,mitigation link,leads to, Negates, Harms, Constraint of security,decision to treatto cover the missing parts in ISSRM domain model( Figure 6 ). 
Extension of Mal-Activity diagrams regarding ISSRM coverage
Concrete Syntax I have divided the concrete syntax of Mal-Activity diagrams into three parts, Asset related concepts, Risk related concept and Risk related treatment.With the help of additional constructs, we can now be able to express ISSRM relationships(e.g. supports, constraint of, exploits, targets, mitigates, negates, leads to,harms, decision to treat and uses).
a. Asset related concepts ISSRM assets are represented by Activity, Decision, swimlane, ContolFlowand Security criterion.Business and IS assets are well connected using supports.ISSRM Support is represented by Control flow while ISSRM security criterion is represented by newmal constructSecurity criterionand ISSRM relationship constraint of is represented by new mal construct constraint of security.
b. Risk-related concepts ISSRM Vulnerability is reprented by new mal constructVulnerability,threat agent is represented by Malswimlane while attack method represented by using Malswimlane,mal-activities,mal-decisionandcontrol flow.Impact is represented by Mal-activities while combination of threat agent and attack method results into threat whereby hacker is using ISSRM relationship uses to hold attack methods which is represented by new mal construct uses.Event is represented by combination of constructs which stand for threat and vulnerability which are connected by ISSRM relationship exploits which is represented by new mal construct exploits.An event leed into impact under through ISSRM relationship leeds to which is represented by new mal constructleeds towhile the combination of event and impact results into Risk.
c. Risk treatment concepts Finally, after the improvement of Mal-activity diagrams risk can be treated and the protection of confidentiality is made manageable (Table 1 .Alignment between improved MalActivity diagrams and ISSRM).ISSRM Security requirements is represented by mal constructMitigation Activity which mitigates risk through ISSRM relationship mitigates which is also represented by new mal construct mitigation link.Control is represented by swimlane while Risk treatment is represented by combination of construct that represent security requirements,mitigates,decision to treat,implement and control,it treats risk through ISSRM relationship decision to treat which is represented by new construct decision to treat.
Alignment between Mal-Activity diagrams and ISSRM(Comparison)
In this section you can find the comparison between the existing Mal-Activity diagrams (Table 1) and Improved(/ proposed) Mal-Activity diagrams (Table 2) with regarding ISSRM coverage.If you observe the fulfilment of the the two tables,you may figure out that there are several ISSRM security concepts that couldnt be covered by Mal-Activity diagrams (Table 1) due to the existing limitations of the language but we can finally see them covered by the improved Mal-Activity diagrams (Table 2 ).
Conclusion and future work
Conclusively,the study has exposed the limitations of Malicious Activity Diagrams and proposed the solutions to those limitations as follows: i.
In support of security constraints,the study has introduced several new constructs that will enable Malicious Activity Diagrams to catch even static information such as security criterion.
ii.
In support of essential risk related concepts,the study has proposed several other constructs that will represent risk, impact,vulnerability as well as risky treatment.
iii.
In support of the usage of constructs and their relationship the study has clearly elaborated the proper use of constructs and derived relationships that can bring about semantic sense to Malicious Activity Diagrams. iv.
The study has also proposed some procedures to be followed by software/systems developers in order to construct and implement security critical systems [8] Therefore the output of this study will be very helpuf not only to Systems/software developers but it will also set free from limitations whoever wishes to make a proper use of Malicious Activity Diagrams.I am looking forward to design a new meta model of improved Mal-Activity diagrams. 
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